
Chapter One

On Hegel's ClaimThat SelJ-Consciousness Is

"De sire It setr" (Begierde tiberhaupt)

I

KeNr HELD THAT what distinguishes an object in our ex-
perience from the mere subjective play of representations
is rule-governed unity. His famous definition of an object
is just "tJrat in the concept of which a manifold is united"
(8137). This means that consciousness itself must be under-
stood as a discriminating, uni$zing activity, paradigmatically

as judging, and not as the passive recorder of sensory im-

pressions. Such a claim opens up a vast territory of possibili-
ties and questions since Kant does not mean that our awake
attentiveness is to be understood as something we intention-

ally do, in the standard sense, even if it is not also a mere

event that happens to us, as if we happen to be triggered
into a determinate mental state, or as if sensory stimuli just

activate an active mental machinery.
Kant also clearly does not mean to suggest by his claim

that the form of consciousness is a judgmental form that
consciousness consists of thousands of very rapid judgmental
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claims being deliberately made, thousands of "S is P's" or "If

A then B's" taking place. The world is taken to be such and

such without such takings being isolatable, intentional judg-

ments. What Kant does mean by understanding conscious-

ness as "synthetic" is quite a formidable, independent topic

in itself.t
Kant's main interest in the argument of the deduction was

to show first that the rules governing such activities (whatever

the right way to describe such activities) cannot be wholly

empirical rules, all derived from experience, that there must

be rules for the derivation of such rules that cannot them-

selves be derived, or that there must be pure concepts of

the understanding; and second, that tlese non-derived rules

have genuine "objective validity," are not mere subjective

impositions on an independently received manifold, that, as

he puts it, the a priori prescribed "slmthetic unity of con-

sciousness" "is not merely a condition that I myself require

in knowing an object, but is a condition under which any

intuition must stand in order to become an object for me"
(8138). Kant seems to realize that he gives the impression

that for him consciousness is a rwo-step process-the mere

reception of sensory data, and then the conceptualization of

such data-but he works hard in the pursuit of the second

desideratum to disabuse his readers of that impression.
Aside from some Kant scholars, there are not many phi-

losophers who still believe that Kant proved in this argu-

ment that we possess slnthetic a priori knowledge, although

there is wide admiration for the power of Kant's arguments

about, at least, causality and substance. But there remains

^ 
great deal of interest in his basic picture of the nature of

I I present an interpretation of the point in "What Is Conceptual Activ-

ity?" forthcomingin The Myth of the Mentali ed.J. Shear.
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conscious mindedness. For the central component of his ac-
count, judgment, is, as already noted, not a mental event that
merely happens, as if causally triggered into its slmthetic ac-
tivity by sensory stimuli. Judging, while not a practical ac-
tion initiated by a decision, is nevertheless an actiaity srts-
tained and resolved, sometimes in conditions of uncertainty,
by a sttbject and that means that it is normatively structured.
The categorical rules of judgment governing such activity
are rules about what ought to be judged, how our experience
ought to be (must be) organized. For example, we distinguish
or judge successive perceptions of a stable object as really
simultaneous in time, and not actually representing some-
thing successive. This is a distinction that we must make; we
experience successiveness in both cases and must be able to
determine what ought to be judged simultaneous and what
actually successive.2 So such rules are not rules describing
how we do operate, are not psychological laws of thought,
but involve a responsiveness to normative proprieties. And,
to come to the point of contact with Hegel that is the subject
of the following, this all means that consciousness must be
inherently reflectiue or apperceptiae. (I cannot be sustaining an
actiuity, implicidy trylng to get, sa)z, the objective temporal
order right in making up my mind, without in some sense
knowing I am so taking the world to be such, or without

2 To be as ciear as possible: we do not have an option or choice about
the necessary distinguishability in our experience between accidental suc-
cession and causal succession. Experience would not be possible were
there not this distinguishability, Kant argues in the SeconJAnalogy. But
that necessity is conceptual, not psychological (no concept of experi-
ence would be intelligible without the distinction and it being possible in
principle for experiencers to make it), and we do actually have to deter-
mine wbich successions are accidental and which causally necessary and
that requires the activity of judgmental discrimination. We can thus get
this wrong.
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apperceptively taking it so. I am taking or construing rather

than merely recording because I am also in such taking

holding open the possibility that I may be taking falsely.) So

all consciousness is inherendy, though rarely explicitly, self-

conscious. It is incorrect to think of a conscious state as just

filled with the rich details of a house-perception, as if con-

sciousness merely registers its presence; I take or judge the

presence of a house, not a barn or gas station; or in Kant's

famous formula: "the'I think' mtstbe able to accompany all

my representations." But what could be meant by "inher-

ently," or "in slrne sense knowing I am taking or judging it to

be such and such"? In what sense am I in a relation t0 nxyself

in any conscious relation to an object? That is, the claim is

that all consciousness involves a kind of self-consciousness,

taking S to be P and thus taking myself to be taking S to be

P. But in a self-relation like this, the self in question cannot

be iust another object of intentional awareness' If it were,

then there would obviously be a regress problem. By par-

ity of whatever reasoning established that the self must be

able to obserue itself as an object in taking anything to be

anything, one would have to also argue that the obseruing

self must also be observable, and so on. The self-relation,

whatever it is, cannot be a two-place intentional relation,

and the self-consciousness of consciousness cannot invite a

two-stage or two-element picrure: our conscious sentience

and then, in addition, our self-monitoring self-relation. (As

Kant and Hegel would put it: the latter is just consciousness

again and we have not found self-consciousness.)l

I The post-Kantian philosopher who first made a great deal out of this

point was Fichte, and the modern commentator who has done the most

to work out the philosophical implications of the point has been Dieter

Henrich, starting wrrh Fichtes urspriingliche Einsicht (Frankfurt: Klos-

termann. 1967).
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Hegel's own most famous discussion of these issues is

found in the first four chapters of his 1807 Pbenomenologtof

Spirit (hereafter PhG ).The first three chapters of that book

are grouped together under the heading "Consciousness"

and the fourth chapter is called simply"Self-Consciousness."
(That fourth chapter has only one subsection, called "The

Ti-uth of Self-Certainty," and that will be the focus of the

following discussion.)a Accordingly, especially given the

extraordinarily sweeping claims Hegel makes about his in-

debtedness to the Kantian doctrine of apperception,s one

would expect that these sections have something to do with

the Kantian points noted earlieq and so with the issue of

the self-conscious character of experience and the condi-

tions for the possibility of experience so understood. But

there has been a lot of understandable controversy about

the relation between the first three chapters of the PhG and

the fourth. Since the fourth chapter discusses desire, life, a

a This is quite a typical Hegelian title, and can be misleading. By "The
Ti-uth of Self-Certainty" (Die Wahrheit der Gew$heit seiner selbst),Hegel

does not mean, as he seems to, the truth nbout the self's actual certainty of

itself. He actually means, as we shall see, that the trtth of self-certainty is

not a matter of self-certainty at all, just as sense-certainty was not in the

end certain. This relation between subjective certainty and its "realization
in truth" is the key to the basic structure of the PhG. Its most elemen-

tary form is something like: the truth of the "inner" (any putative self-

certainty) is the "outer" (a mediated relation to the world and to others),

all in distinction from anyhing that might be suggested by the title (as in:

how to explain thefact of such self-certainry). I am disagreeing here with

Jenkins in the article cited earlier, p. 1 14.
s "It is one of the profoundest and truest insights to be found in the

Critique of Pure Reason tha;t the unity which constitutes the unity of the

Begriff is recognized as the original synthetic unity of apperception, as

the unity of the I think, or of self-consciousness." Wissenscha/i der Logik,

Bd. 12 rn Gesammehe Werke, ed. Rheinisch-Westfdlischen Akademie der

Wissenschaften (Hamburg: Felix Meiner, 1968-), p.221; Science of Logic,

trans. A.V Miller (Amherst: Humanity Books, 1969), p. 584.
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struggle to the death for recognition between opposed sub-

jects, and a resulting Lord-Bondsman social structure, it has

not been easy to see how the discussion of sense-certainty,

perception, and the understanding is being continued. Some

very influential commentators, like Alexandre KojEve, pay

almost no attention to the first three chapters. They write

as if we should isolate the Self-Consciousness chapter as a

free-standing philosophical anthropology, a theory of the

inherendy violent and class-riven nature of human sociality.

(There are never simply human beings as such in KojEve's

account. Our species status as one and all equal free subjects

must be collectively achieved, and until the final bloody rev-

olution ushers in a classless society, there are only Masters

and Slaves.) Others argue that in Chapter Four, Hegel sim-

ply changes the subject to the problem of sociality. \4/b can

see why it might be nanrral for him to change the subject at

this point, for it is a different subject. (Having introduced the

necessary role of self-consciousness in consciousness' Hegel

understandably changes the topic to very broad and differ-

ent and independent questions like: what, in general, zi self-

consciousness? What is a self.) What is it to be a being "for

which" things can be, to use Brandom's language, who offers

his own version of the change-of-subject interpretation?)6

6 There are other interpretations which tend to isolate the arg'ument

in Chapter Four in other ways, construing it as a kind of "transcendental
argument" that aims to prove that the "consciousness of one's self requires

the recognition of another self." Axel Flonneth, "Von der Begierde zur

Arrerkennung: Hegels Begriindung von Selbstbewufitsein," in Hegels Phri-

nomenologie des Geistes: Ein kooperatiaer Kommentar zu einem Schliissefuerk

der Moderne, ed. K. \.7ieweg and W. Welsch (Frankfurt a.M.: Suhrkamp,

2008). On that issue itself ("fi'om desire to recognition") and on the one

and a half pages of argument in Hegel that seek to establish this, Honneth

has a number of valuable things to say. But, as I will be arguing, no con-

vincing interpretation of the chapter is possible that does not explain the
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More recently, some commentators, like John McDow-
ell and Pirmin Stekeler-Weithofer, have argued that there
is actually neither a new beginning nor a shift in topics in
Chapter Four. In McDowell's treatment the problem is an
extension and development of the one that emerged in the
first three chapters but still basically concerns that issue:
how to understand the right "equipoise" berween indepen-
dence and dependence in the relations between subjects and
objects. What appear to be the orecticT and social issues of
Chapter Four are for McDowell "figures" or analogies for
what remains the problem of the mind's passive dependence
on objects and active independence of them in our expe-
rience of the world, in just the sense sketched previously
in the summary of Kant (i.e., neither independent subjec-
tive imposition, nor merely passive receptive dependence).
What we have is a picture of our active, sponlaneous self
in a kind of mythic confrontation and struggle with its own
passive empirical self, struggling at first futilely, for radical
independence, and then an initial but doomed relation of

underlying structure of the " Conscioumess-Self-Consciousness" arg-ument
in the book as a whole. And I don't believe that Honneth's very brief re-
marks about understanding ourselves as "creators of true claims" or "the
rational individual . . . aware of its constitutive, world-creatingfwelterzeu-
genden) cognitive acts" (p. 190) presents that strucrure accurarely. "World-
creating" is much too abstract and so imprecise a term to capture what
Hegel is trfng to say about intentional consciousness and its implications
for his phenomenology.

7 I use this Aristotelian term in distinction from Brandom's term for the
connative dimensions of consciousness. "erotic." because the latter seems
a bit misleading, contains the vague though delightful suggestion that
all consciousness has a sexual dimension, and because Hegel's account
seems to me suffused with an Aristotelian spirit. See Aristotle's discus-
sion in Book \lI of the Nichomachean Ethics on choice Q;roairesis) as either
"desiring intellect" forektikos noasf or "minded desire" forexis dianoAtikfl,
1139b5-6.
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dominance (as if the soul tries to make of its own corporeal
nature a Knecht or mere servant).8 So for McDowell, Hegel
does not mean to introduce in a direct sense the topic of de-
sire as a necessary element in the understanding of conscioas-
ness itself (as the text, however counterintuitively, would
seem to imply). Rather, says McDowell, "'Desire iiberhaupt'
functions as a figure for the general idea of 'negating oth-
erness' (admittedly an orectic issue of some sort), by 

"p-
propriating or consuming, incorporating into oneself what
at first figures as merely other, something that happens in
perception, say."e And "life," the next topic in the chapter, is

said to exemplifir the structure of der Btgriff,let us say: the
basic logical strucrure of all possible intelligibility, all sense-
making.l0 The stmggle to the death for recognition is said to
be a rich and colorful "allegory" of the possible relations of

8 Not that McDowell wants to say that this picture of dual and opposed
elements remains Hegel's picture, with at some point just a kind of com-
promise or peace treaty. The whole picotre of such a dualiry between ap-
perceptive and passive-sensible elements or stages is what must be given
up in McDowell's picture too. I want to say that giving this up is part
and parcel of giving up a picture of opposed self-consciousnesses who
ultimately reach some sort of compromise. Hegel's picture is much more
radical and his argument for it begins here, in this chapter.

e 
John McDowell, "The Apperceptive I and the Empirical Self: Towards

a Fleterodox Reading of 'Lordship and Bondage' in Hegel's Phenom-
enologr" (hereafter N) in Hegel: New Directions, ed. Katerina Deligiorgi
(Chesham: Acumen, 2007), p. 38.

10 Especially the relation between universal and particular, as is clearest
in $169.And there is a good deal of truth in that characterization.The
experiencing subl'ect inevitably becomes aware of itself as a living being o/
a kind, a species form it shares with all other such beings, all sharing the
generic form of life, and itself as a singulnr subject, whose own life is not

"life" in general or its species life. (Thus, McDowell would point out, his
interpretation is not overly or excessively allegorical. It is important to
his account, he says (in correspondence), that lifebe life, not a ligure for
something other than life.)

t3
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both independent and dependent sides zuithin one conscious-

ness. And so McDowell asserts that Chapter Four does not

yet directly introduce the issue of sociality at all, despite the

famous phrase there about the new presence of an "I that is

a We and a We that is an I."

This interpretation has the very great virtue of preserv-

ing a connection with the first three chapters, but, as I will

argue, while the general issue of the logic of the relation

between independence and dependence is certainly appli-

cable to the relation between spontaneous apperception and

the passive empirical self, McDowell's interpretation' how-

ever rich in itself, fails to do justice to the radicality of what

Hegel actually proposes. I want to argue that when Hegel

says that self-consciousness ri "desire iiberhaupt"ll he means

that to be relevant to the question of the apperceptive na-

ture of consciousness itself; and that tberefoi he provides the

basis for the claim that self-consciousness attains its satis-

faction only in another self-consciousness.12 Defending that

interpretation is the task of this book.

11 Hegel's developmental procedure here requires a general cautionary

note. The identifi cation of self-consciousness with desire occurs at a very

early stage, as Hegel begins to assemble the various dimensions and ele-

ments he thinks we will need in order to understand the self-conscious

dimension of consciousness. Initially Hegel is only saying: we have at least

to understand that self-consciousness must be understood as mere desire

(another sensible translation of "Begierde iiberhaupt").It will prove im-

possible to consider such self-consciousness as merely desire and nothing

)lrr, 
^nd 

that impossibility is the rest of the story of the chapter. But this

procedure means that from now on self-consciousness must be still un-

derstood as inherendy orectic, whatever else it is.
12 Brandom also thinks of the PhG as an allegory, in his case an al-

legory of various dimensions of the issue of conceptual_content. Robert

Biandom, "The Structure of Desire and Recognition: Self-Consciousness

and Self-Cons titntion," Phihsophy and Social Criticimt,33 (2007) (hereafter

SDR). For example, he thinks of Hegel's treatment of the struggle to the

death as a "metonlnny" for the issue of commitment (of "really" being
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So here stated all at once is the thesis I would like to attrib-

ute to Hegel. (That is, the thesis worked out and defended in

Chapter Four. As noted, the entire book is a meditation on
self-consciousness, on the becoming self-consciousness of

Geist.) I think that Hegel's position is that we misunderstand

all dimensions of self-consciousness, from apperception in

consciousness itself, to simple, explicit reflection about my-

self, to practical self-knowledge of my own so-called iden-

tity, by considering any form of it as in any way observa-
tional or inferential or immediate or any sort of two-place
intentional relation. Flowever we come to know anything

about ourselves (or whatever self-relation is implicit in at-

tending to the world), it is not by observing an object, nor

by conceptualizing an inner intuition, nor by any immediate

self-certainty or direct presence of the self to itself. From

the minimal sense of being aware of being determinately

conscious at all (of judging), to complex avowals of who I

am, of my own identity and deep commitments, Hegel, I

want to sa)z, treats self-consciousness as (i) a practical ttchieae-
ment of some sort.rr Such a relation must be understood as

committed). But it is only that, one of many possible exemplifications of
what it means in fact to have the commitment that one avows. Being will-
ing to lose one's job, for example, could be another exemplification. Here
and throughout, I want to resist such allegorical or figurative interpreta-
tions in both Brandom's and McDowell's accounts. I discuss Brandom's in-

terpretation in the next chapter. (Denying allegorical readings, one should
note immediately, does not mean, by contrast, to imply a claim that Hegel

is talking about something historical or literal. The chapter ri a philosoph-
ical fable of sorts but its elements do not stand at some figurative remove
from what they seem to be about, any more than Hobbes on the state of
nature or Rousseau on the solitary savage are allegorical in that sense.)

13 This is contrary to the interpretation by Fred Neuhouseq "Desire,
Recognition, and the Relation between Bondsman and Lord," in The
Blackwell Guide to Hegel's Phenomenologt, ed. K. Westphal (Oxford: Wley-
Blackwell, 2009), pp. 37-54,who argues that Hegel in effect changes the
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the resab of an attempl, never, as it certainly seems to be,
as an immediate presence of the self to itself, and it often
requires some sort of striving, even srruggle (and all of this
even in accounting for the self-conscious dimension of or-
dinary perceptual experience). Self-consciousness, in all its
forms, is some mode of mindedness that we must achieve (be
continually achieving), and that must mean: can ultimately
fail to achieve fully and once having achieved can lose. It is
nothing like turning the mind's eye inward to inspect itself.la

subject from apperception to a practical self-conception and self-
evaluation. I think Hegel's presentation is motivated by the internal inad-
equacies of the Kantian notion of apperception in general. Without that
issue in view, we won't have a sense of wby the problem of self-conscious-
ness's unity with itself should emerge here, why such a unity ,,must be-
come essential to it," and the discussion of a single self-conscious being
certain of its own radical and complete independence lSetbstvandigkeit)
will have to appear unmotivated, simply a new theme. C| p.42.

'a This is a porentially quite misleading way of putting the point, but I
can't think of a better way. As baldly stated, it seems to imply that some
"failed self-consciousness" could be imagined wandering around, un-
able to have determinate experience of objects, perhaps in the ,,less than
a dream" state once entertained by Kant. Qualifications galore on the
"achievement" notion will begin presently, but it must be stressed that
this achievement language refers primarily to collective mutually recog-
nitive mindedness, is nor a matter of individual achievement or one which
invites any real historical genealogy, and that, however initially counter-
intuitive, there zi some sense in which Hes.el does want to maintain that
under some forms of normarive self-refrrlation-so deeply habirual,
shared, and taken for granted as to be almost inaccessible to reflection-
some community can be said to prevent, to deny itself, a proper respon-
siveness to defeasibility and challenge constirurive of what will turn out
to be proper or successful (non-distorted) experience. Hegel,s point is
not that archaic subjects who responded to natural forces as purposive
agents held false beliefs ultimately corrected by empirical disconfirma-
tion. Although the beliefs were false,his point is that they held each other
to account and experienced the world in ways not open to such discon-
firmation. So the account of the collapse of such a pracrice musr look
elsewhere for the proper explanation, to Geist's"experience of itself."This
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Admittedly, it seems uerythard ro understand why anyone
would think that my awareness, sald, not just of the contents
of a lecture I am giving, but whatever kind of awareness I
have of my being in the process of giving a lecrure, of acru-
ally following appropriate lecturing rules, should involve
any such practical activity or achievement. It seems effort-
less to be so self-aware; there is no feb desire or striving or
struggle involved, and as a report of what seems to me to
be the case, it even appears incorrigible. But Hegel wants
to claim that as soon as we properly see the error of hold-
ing that the self in any self-awareness is immediately pres-
ent to an inspecting mind, or that it is a higher level mode
of self-monitoring, his own interpretation is just thereby
implied. If the self's relation to itself cannlt be immediate
or direct or "of an object," but if some self-relation is a
condition of intentional awareness, the conclusion that it
is some sort of to-be-achieaed follows for him straightfor-
wardly.ls Even a minimal form of self-conscious taking-to-
be-so opens up the possibility of taking falsely or in a way
inconsistent with other (or all) such takings and so sets a
certain sort of task. More on this in a minute; this is the

"achievement" language accompanies almost all of Hegel's discussions of
Geist, espectally about the achieved starus of freedom, a ropic deeply con-
nected to the self-consciousness issue. And as in other dimensions of this
issue, the achievement is not something I ser out to do.It is constitutively
part of what it is to be open to the world as a human experiencer. See He-
gels Phihnphie des subjektiuen Geistes/Hegel's Phihnphy of Subjectiue Spirit,
3 volumes, ed. and trans. M. Petry (Dordrecht: Riedel, l97B),I, pp. 52-3
(hereafter PSS). I am indebted to Terry Pinkard for correspondence abour
this point.

15 So self-consciousness, while not "thetic," to use the Sartrean word,
or intentional or positional, is not sort of or vaguely positional, caught
at the corner of our eye, or glimpsed on the horizon. It is not intentional
or object-directed at all. Jean-Paul Sartre, The Transcendence of the Ego:
An ExistentialistTheory of Consciousness (|{ew\trrk: Hill andWang, 199l).
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central motive for bis version of the claim that conscious-
ness is appercept ive.r6

Another way of putting this point, one that ties in with al-
most every aspect of Hegel's philosophical approach, would

'6 John McDowell has suggested (in a response to a presentation of an
earlier version of this lecture at the Kokonas S1'mposium at Colgate Uni-
versity in November 2008) that the notion of "achievement" is a mislead-
ing term here, that whatever achievement is involved in being able to
judge apperceptively should be understood along the rnodel of learning
a language, of simply being initiated into a linguistic communiry some-
thing that involves no notion of struggie or practical achievement in the
usual sense. It just happens. But (a) Hegel is here describing the minimal
conditions for such a capacity to be in effect and it is only as he explores
the implications of the realization of this capacity that he introduces the
orectic and social issues that follow; and (b) what Hegel is describing ri
like the acquisition of a linguistic capacity as long as we admit that such
an acquisition finally has to involve much more than acquiring rules of
grammatical correctness. To be initiated into a linguistic communiry is to
be initiated into all the pragmatic dimensions of appropriateness, author-
ity, who gets to say what, when, and why. One is not a competent speaker
as such until one has learned such matters of linguistic usage, and Hegel
wants to treat such norms in terms of their historical conditions, primarily
in this chapter the social conditions and social conflict "behind" any such
norms. See also McDowell's "On Pippin's Postscript," in Haaing the World
in Wew (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2009), pp. 185-203
(hereafter H\ AD. Cf. Habermasb account of what a full pragmatics of
language has to take in, how full initiation into a linguistic communiry
means that speakers "no longer relate straigbtawny to something in the
objective, social, or subjective worlds; instead they relativize their utter-
ances against the possibility that their validity will be contested by other
actors." Jiirgen Flabermas, The Theory of Communicatiae Action, Renson
and the Rationalization of Society, vol. I (Boston: Beacon Press, 1984), pp.
98-99. In Hegel's account, the standards for this unique kind of challenge
to a speaker or agent cannot be made out transcendentally or "quasi-tran-
scendentally," as Flabermas sometimes says, but will require the unusual
reconstructive phenomenology under consideration here. (For those who
know Habermas: this also means that there is not that strict distinction
possible, so important to Habermas, between the "logic of historical self-
education" in, and the transcendental "logic of justification" foq norms.
Insisting on such a distinction is why Habermas is not a Hegelian.)
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be to note that if self-consciousness or any form of taking

oneself to be or being committed to anlthing is not intro-

spective or observational, then it must always be proaisional.

Such a self-regard requires some confirmation or realization

out in the world and for others if it is to count as what it is

taken to be. The clearest examples of this occur in Hegel's

theory of agency where one cannot be said to actually have

had the intention or commitment one avows, even sincerely

avows, until one actually rcalizes that intention and the ac-

tion turns out to count as that action in the social world

within which it is enacted. (And of course, people can come

to find out that their actual intentions, as manifested in what

they actually are willing to do, can be very different from

those they avo% even sincerely avow.)17
And (ii)18 Hegel sees such an attempt and achievement as

necessarilyinvolving a relation to other people, as inherently

social. This last issue about the role of acttsalization begins

to introduce such a dependence, but it is hard to see at the

outset why other people need be involved in the intimacy

and privacy that seems to characterize my relation to myself.

His case for looking at things this way has three main

parts. In a way that is typical of his procedure, he tries to

begin with the most theoretically thin or simple form of the

required self-relation and so first considers the mere sen-

timent of self that a living being has in keeping itself aliae,

where keeping itself aliae reflects this minimal reflectle at-

tentiaeness to self. Such a minimal form of self-relatedness is

shown not to establish the sort of self-relatedness (norma-

tive self-determination) required as the desideratum in the

17 This issue is the central one and is explored at length rn my Hegell

Practical Philosophy: RationalAgenry as Ethical Life (Cambrtdge: Cambridge

University Press, 2008).
t8 (i) was the "practical achievement" claim.
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first three chapters. He then asks what alters when the object
of the desires relevant to maintaining life turns out not to be
just another object or obstacle but another subject. In effect,
he argues that everything changes when our desires are not
just thwarted or impeded, but challenged and refused. And
he then explores how the presence of such an other subject,
in altering what could be a possible self-relation, sets a new
agenda for the rest of the Phenonr.enolog, for the problems of
both sapience and agency.

II

The central passage where the putative "practical turn" in
all this takes place is the following:

But this opposition between its [self-consciousness's] ap-
pearance and its truth has only the truth for its essence,
namely, the unity of self-consciousness with itself. This
unity must become essential to self-consciousness, which
is to say, self-consciousness is desire itself. (t1167) ("Bt-
gierde iiberhaupt," which could also be translated as "desire
in general," or "desire, generally" or "mere desire." I am
following here Terry Pinkard's translation.)1e

The passage presupposes the larger issue we have been
setting out-the way Hegel has come to discuss the dou-
ble nature of consciousness (consciousness of an object, a
this-such, and the non-positional consciousness or implicit

le Pinkard's translation is a valuable facing-page translation and
is available at http://web.mac.com/titpaul/Site/About_Me_files/
Phenomenolo gy"/" 2 0 of7" 2}Spirito/" 20"/" 28 entire % 2 Ote xt% 29 .p df

The paragraph numbers in the text refer to his translation as well.
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awareness of my taking it to be this-such).20 He discusses

this as what he calls an "opposition," or, as he says, the "neg-
ativiqr" that this doubleness introduces within conscious-

ness, the fact that consciousness is not simply absorbed into
("identified with") its contents, but has also, let us say, taken

up a position toward what it thinks.2t To understand this, we

need the following passage from the Introduction:

Howeveq consciousness is for itself its concept, and as

a result it immediately goes beyond the restriction, and,

since this restriction belongs to itself, it goes beyond itself

too. (t180)22

20 As self-consciousness, consciousness henceforth has a doubled object:

the first, the immediate object, the object of sense-certainty and percep-

tion, which, however, is markedpr ir with the chnracter of the negatiue; the

second, namely, itself,whtch is the true essence and which at the outset is

on hand merely in opposition to the first. (11167)
2r His formulation later in the Berlin Phenomenologt is especially clear:

There can be no consciousness without self-consciousness. I

know something, and that about which I know something I

have in the certainty of myself fdas woaon ich weiss habe icb in

der Gewissbeit meiner selbstf otherwise I would know nothing

of it; the object is my object, it is other and at the same time

mine, and in this latter respect I am self-relating.

G.WF. Hegel: The Berlin Phenomenolog, trans. M. Petry (Dordrecht:

Riedel, 1981), p. 55 (hereafter BPhG).
22 FIe also introduces here a claim that will recur much more promi-

nently in this account of the difference between animal and human desire:

However, to knowledge, the goal is as necessarily fixed as the

series of the progression. The goal lies at that point where

knowledge no longer has the need to go beyond itself, that

is, where knowledge works itself out, and where the concept

corresponds to the object and the object to the concept.

Progress towards this goal is thus also unrelenting, and sat-

isfaction [n.b. the introduction of Befriedigang] is not to be

found at any prior station on the way. What is limited to

a natural life is not on its own capable of going beyond its

zl
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He is actually making two claims here. The first is the
premise of his inference: that "consciousness is for itself its
concept." The idea seems to be: If we understand this first
premise properly, we will understand why he feels entitled to
the "and as a result," the claim that consciousness is thereby
immediately "beyond" any such restriction or concept that it
sets "for itself." (I want to claim that this all amounts to a de-
fense of the claim that consciousness must be understood as
apperceptive.) He means to say that the normative standards
and proprieties at play in human consciousness are "con-
sciousness's own," that is, are followed by a subject, are not
psychological, empirical laws of thought, to rerurn ro the
point made earlier. This is his version of the Kantian prin-
ciple that persons are subject to no law or norm other than
ones they have subjected themselves to.2r (This is what is
packed into the "for itself'here.) This does not mean either
in Kant or in Hegel that there are episodes of self-subjection
or explicit acts of allegiance or anlrhing as ridiculous as all
that; just that norms governing what we think and do can
be said to govern thought and action only insofar as sub-
jects, however implicitly or habitually or unreflectively (or
as a matter of "second-nature"), accept such constraints and
sustain allegiance; they follow the rules, are not governed by
them. It is only because of this that someone like Socrates
or Galileo or Freud can occasion intellectual crises. (As all
the post-Wittgensteinean discussion of rule-following has

immediate existence. Floweveq it is driven out of itself by
something other than itself, and this being torn our of itself
is its death. (1180)

23 This principle is of course primarily at home in Kant's practical phi-
losophy, but it is also at work in the theoretical philosophy, particularly
where Kant wants to distinguish his own account of experiential minded-
ness from Locke's or Hume's.

shown, there cannot be any rules for the following of these

rules, so one can be said to be following such rules in carry-

ing out what is required without any explicit calculation of

how to do so.) How the allegiance gets instituted and how

it can lose its grip are matters Hegel is very interested in'

but it has nothing to do with individuals "deciding" about

allegiances at moments of time. Or, to invoke Kant again,

knowers and doers are not explicable as beings subject to

laws of nature (although as also ordinary objects, they are

so subject), but by appeal to their representation of laws and

self-subjection to them.24
And Hegel means this to apply in ordinary cases of per-

ceptual knowledge too. I know what would count as good

perceptual reasons for an empirical claim on the basis of

whatever "shape of spirit" or possible model of experience is

under consideration at whatever stage in the PhG. That is,

Hegel considers empirical rules of discrimination, unifica-

tion, essenc e/appearance distinctions, conceptions of expla-

nation, etc., as normative principles, and he construes some

set of these as a possible determinate whole, as all being

2a So I think that Sebastian Rodl is wrong when he says that Kant's

autonomy doctrine can have it that laws for action can be "one's own" by

having a certain "logical form"; see Self-Consciousness (Cambridge, Mass.:

Harvard University Press, 2007), p. ll7 ' Kant's own famous account of

autonomy states unambiguously that I must be able to regard myself as

the "author" fIJrheber] of the law. I. Kant, Foundations of the Metaphysics of

Morals, trans. L.W. Beck (l{ew York: Macmillan, 1990), p. 48. Rodl ap-

parentiy thinks that any notion of "giving oneself the law" would involve
i'arbitrary lawless" acts (ibid.). But this is not so; it is quite possible to

interpret Kantt clear insistence on self-legislation without any bizatre

moment of Sartrean election. The whole point of starting out by not-

ing that Kant's formulation is paradoxical is to insist that, whatever he

means by the"(Jrheber" langraage, he cannot mean tbat, arbitrary willing.

See my Hegel's Practical Pbilosophy, and the critique therein of Korsgaard,

Chapter Three.
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simply manifestations of the overriding requirements of a
"shape ofspirit" considered in this idealized isolation ofca-
pacities that makes up Chapters One through Five, and he
cites possible illustrations of such a shape and such internal
contradictions (determinate illustrative actual cases like try-
ing to say "this here now," or trying to distinguish the thing
which bears properties from those properties).The concepts
involved in organizing perceptual experience are also norms
prescribing how the elements of perceptual experience
ought to be organized (especially in Kant temporally orga-
nized) and so they do not function like fixed physiological
dispositions. We are responsive to a perceivable environ-
ment in norm-attent ive ways.

Another way to put this would be to say that our discrimi-
nated attentiveness never occurs episodically, but as part ofa
totality or whole within which any such discrimination must
fit, and so any such attentiveness is subject to a certain sort
of strain when it threatens not to fit. That totality is a norm,
not a law of thought. On a certain (empiricist) way of think-
ing, it can seem very odd to say that such a totality and its
proprieties can be in any sense held in mind, that one is at-
tentive "in the light" of such a totality and its requirements,
without that totality being another idea or represenration
one attends to. But that would be most paradoxical. Such
an idea would just be another one in and subject to the re-
quirements of such a totaliry and we would be no better and
much worse off postulating it. This issue is of a piece with
the same deeply misleading temptation to think that any
"achievement" language, like that introduced earlier, must
refer to a separate enterprise I set out to accomplish after I
realize something about a claim or practical project.

Finally-and this is the most important indication of their
normative status-since the principles involved guide my
behavior or conclusions only insofar as they are accepted
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and followed, they can prove themselves inadequate, and lose
their grip. This is what Hegel means in the conclusion of his
inference by sapng that consciousness "immediately goes
beyond this restriction." It is always "beyond" any norm in
the sense that it is not, let us say, stuck with such a restriction
as a matter of psychological fact; consciousness is always in
a position to alter norms for correct perception, inferring,
law-making, or right action. Perception of course involves
physiological processes that are species-identical across cen-
turies and cultures, but perceptual knowledge also involves
norms for attentiveness, discrimination, unification, exclu-
sion, and conceptual organization that do not function like
physiological laws. And so (as Hegel says, "as a result") we
should be said to stand always by them and yet also "beyond
them." This can all still seem to introduce far too much nor-
mative variability into a process, perception, that seems all
much more a matter of physiological fact. But while Hegel
certainly accepts that the physiological components of per-
ception are distinguishnble from the norm-following or in-
terpretive elements, he also insists that the physiological
and the normative aspects are inseparable in perception it-
self. (fu in Heidegger's phenomenology, there are not two
stages to perception, as if a perception of a white rectangular
solid is then "interpreted as" a refrigerator. What we sae is a
refrigerator.)

The second dimension of this claim from {180 concerns
how such consciousness is "beyond itself in another way.
Besides the claim that consciousness, as he says, "negates"
what it is presented with, that it does not merely take in but
determines what is the case, the claim is also that ordinary
everyday consciousness is nlways "going beyond itself," never
wbolly absorbed in what it is attending to, never simply or
only in a perceptual state, but always resolving its own con-
ceptual activity; and this in a way that means it can be said
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both to be self-affirming, possibly issuing in judgments and
imperatives, but also potentially "self-negating," aware that

what it resolves or takes to be the case might not be the
case. It somehow "stands above" what it also affirms, to use
an image that Hegel sometimes invokes (although he again
means: stands above zz so resolving,r.ot in nddition ra). It adds

to the interpretive problems to cite below the canonical for-
mulation of this point, but it might help us see how impor-

tant it is for his whole position and why he is using language
like "negativity" for conscioasness itself, (Stch terminology is

the key explicans for his eventual claim that self-conscious
consciousness is desire.) This formulation in Hegelese is
from the "Phenomenology" section of the last version of his

Enry clop e dia (the " B erlin Phenomenology" again) :

The I is now this subjectivity, this infinite relation to itself,
but therein, namely in this subjectivity, lies its negative re-
lation to itself, diremption, differentiation, judgment. The

I judgu, and this constitutes it as conscioumess; it repels itself
from itself; this is a logical determination.25

So the large question to which Hegel thinks we have been
brought by his account of consciousness in the first three

chapters is: just what is it for a being to be not just a recorder

of the world's impact on one's senses, but to befor itself inits

engagements with objects? What is it in general for a being
to be for itseffi for "itself to be at issue for it in its relation

with what is not it"? (This is the problem that arose with
the "Kantian" revelation in the Understanding chapter of the
PhG that, in trying to get to the real nature of the essence of

appearances, "understanding experiences only itself," which,
he says, raises the problem: "the cognition of wbnt conscious-
ness knows in knowing itself requires a still more complex

2' BPhG, 2, my emphasis.
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movement" l\167, my emphasis].) This is the fundamental
issue being explored in Chapter Four. That the basic struc-
ture of the Kantian account is preserved until this point is
clear from the following:

With that first moment, self-consciousness exists as coz-
sciousness, and the whole breadth of the sensuous world is
preserved for it, but at the same time only as related to
t}re second moment. the uniw of self-consciousness with
itself. (S167)'?6

This passage and indeed all of 11167 indicate that Hegel
does have in mind a response to the problem of a self-
conscious consciousness (of the whole breadth of the sen-
sible world) developed in the first three chapters (what ls
the relation to itself inherent in any possible relation to ob-
jects?), and that he insists on a commonsense acknowledg-
ment that whatever account we give of a self-determining
self-consciousness, it is not awbolly autonomous or indepen-
dent self-relating; the "sensuous world" must be preserved.

But it is at this point that he then suddenly makes a much
more controversial, pretty much unprepared for, and not at
all recognizably Kantian, claim:

But this opposition between its appearance and its truth
has only the truth for its essence, namely, the unity of self-
consciousness with itself.This unity must become essential
to self-consciousness, which is to say, self-consciousness
is desire itself. (!1167)

Hegel is talking about an "opposition" between appear-
ance and truth here because he has, in his own words, iust

26 Cf. again the Berlin Phenomenolog: "In consciousness I am also self-
conscious, btt only also, since the object has a side in itself which is not
mine" (BPhG, 56).

27
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summarized the issue of consciousness's "negative" relation
to the world and itself this way:

Otherness thereby exists for it as a being, that is, as a distin-
guished mzment, but, for it, it is also the unity of itself with
this distinction as a second distinguished moment. ({16i)

That is, consciousness may be said to affirm implicitly a con-
strual of some intentional content, but since it has thereby
(by its own "taking") negated any purative immediate cer-
tainqz, since it is also always "beyond itself," its eventual
"unity with itself," its satisfaction that what it takes to be the
case is the case and can be integrated with everything else it
takes to be the case, requires the achieaement of a "unity with
itself," not any immediate certainty or self-regard. (This is
his echo of the Kantian point that the unity of apperception
must be achieved; contents must be, as Kant says, "brought"
to the unity of apperception.)

But still, at this point, the gloss he gives on the claim that
"self-consciousness is desire" is not much help. The gloss
is, as if an appositive, "This [the unity of self-consciousness
with itselfl "must become essential to self-consciousness,
which is to say, etc."The first hint of a practical turn emerges
just here when Hegel implies that we need to understand
self-consciousness as a unity tobe achieaed,*tatthere is some
"opposition" between self-consciousness and itself, a kind of
self-estrangement, which, he seems to be suggesting, we are
moved to overcome. The unity of self-consciousness with
itself "muf ihm wesentlicb u)erden," must become essential to
the experiencing subject, a practical turn of phrase that in
effect almost unnoticed serves as the pivot around which the
discussion turns suddenly and deeply practical. (As we shall
see, this unity eventually does much more clearly "become
essential" as a result of a putative encounter with another
and opposing self-conscious being. And it is clearly practical
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in the everyday sense in which we might say to someone,
"You're wasting chances for advancement; your career must
become essential to you.")

There would be no problem here, or not as much of one,
if Hegel had just noted that human desire is self-conscious
desire (something he also of course holds). That would be to
make the point that self-conscious desirers do not desire in
episodic and isolated moments of desire; they desire in the
light of the other things they desire, for one thing, and that
alone is a way of saying thar the desire itself is self-conscious
(and not that human desires are like animal desires but "then"
can be also self-monitored). But Hegel's speculative "reverse"
predication is what requires a deeper interpretation.

Since the self-conscious aspect of ordinary empirical con-
sciousness is much more like a self-determination, or one
could say a resolve or a committing oneself (what Fichte
called a self-positing) than a simple self-observation or di-
rect awareness, Hegel begins again to discuss consciousness
as a "negation" of the world's independence and otherness.
FIe means to say: we are, just in actively attending to rhe
world, overcoming the indeterminacy, opacity, foreignness,
potential confusion, and disconnectedness of what we are
presented with by resolving what belongs together with
what, tracking objects through changes and so forth.27 Hegel

27 Cf.

The 'I' is as it were the crucible and fire which consumes
the loose pluraliry of sense and reduces it to unity . . . The
tendency of all man's endeavors is to understand the world,
to appropriate and subdue it to himself; and to this end the
positive reality of the world must be as it were crushed and
pounded, in other words, idealized.

Enzykloptidie der pbihsophischen Wissenschaften, Erster Teil. Die Wissenschaji
der Logik, rn Werke (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1969-79), Bd. 8, p. 118; Hegel's
Logh, Being Part One rf the Enqtdopedia of the Pbihsophical Sciences, trans.
W. Wallace (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1982), p. 69.
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then makes another unexpected move when he suggests that
we consider the most uncomplicated and straightforward
experience of just this striving or orectic for-itself-ness, what
he calls "life":

By way of this reflective turn into itself, the object has
become life. What self-consciousness distinguishes from
itself as existing also has in it, insofar as it is posited as
existing, not merely the modes of sense-certainty and per-
ception. It is being which is reflected into itself, and the
object of immediate desire is something liaing. (fl168)

This is the most basic experience28 of what it is to be at issue
for oneself as one engages the world. As Hegel says, we
begin with what we know we now need, a "being reflected
into itself," and our question, how should we properly de-
scribe the self of the self-relation necessary for conscious
intentionality and ultimately agency, is given the broadest
possible referent, its own mere life. We have something
like a sentiment of self as living and, as we shall see, as also
needing to-be-achieved, requiring that the living being
act purposively in order to live. Other objects too are not
now merely external existents, "not merely tbe modes of sense-
certainty and perception" (although they are also that) but, in
order to move beyond the empty formality of "I am the I
who is thinking these thoughts," they are now also consid-
ered as objects for the liuing subiect, as threats to, means to,
or indifferent to such life-sustaining. This brute or simple

for-itself quality of living consciousness (which form of self-
relation we share with animals) will not remain the focus
of Hegel's interest for long, but, if it is becoming plausible
that Hegel is indeed trylng to extend the issue raised in the

28 That is, the one that presupposes the least.
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Consciousness section (and neither changing the subject,
nor repeating the problem and desideratum in a figurative
way), it zlready indicates what was just suggested: that he is
moving quickly away from Kant's transcendental-formal ac-
count of the apperceptive nature of consciousness. The I is
"for itself in consciousness for Kant only in the sense that
the I (whoever or whatever it is) must be able to accompany
all my representations. The world is experienced as categor-
ically ordered because I in some sense order it (I think it as
such and such), and that activity is not merely triggered into
operation by the sense contents of experience. I undertake
it, but I do so only in the broad formal sense of temporally
uni$zing, having a take on, the contents of consciousness,
bringing everything under the uniry of a formally conceived
apperceptive I. (This simply means that every contenr must
be such that one continaous I can think it.)The "I" zi just the
unity effected. The subject's relation to objects is a self-
relation only in this sense, and Hegel has introduced what
seems like a different and at first arbitrary shift in topics to
my sustaining my own life as the basic or first or most pri-
mary model of this self-relation, not merely sustaining the
distinction between, say, successions of representations and
a representation of succession.

Now the whole section on life, essentially 11168 to \I74,
is among the most opaque of any passages in Hegel (which
is saying something). I should note that what I need here is
Hegel's basic framework, in which he starts with the claim
that with our "reflective turn" ("durch diese Reflexion in sich
selbst") consciousness is related to "life." Self-relation as mere
sentiment of oneself as living and as having to maintain life
does not, however, establish my taking up and leading my
determinate life as an individual. I am just an exemplar of
the species requirements of my species, playing them out
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within the infinite "totality" of life itself as genus. Just by
living I am nothing but a moment in the universal process

of life, a kind of Schellingean universal (and Schelling talked
this way about life). But throughout, the framework is: the
first object of self-consciousness is life. That is, Hegel does
not suddenly decide to talk about life, just qua life.As he says
several times, he wants to understand life as the immedi-
ate object of desire (itself the most immediate form of self-
relation), a sentiment of self that opens a gap, something
negative to be filled (requiring the negation of barriers to
life and the negation of stasis, in the face of the need to lead
a life). That is, I take a main point to be that introduced in

lf 168: in this self-relation, tJrere is an "estrangement" (Entz-

weiung),"between self-consciousness and life," as he says. Nl
through the phenomenology of "life as the infinite universal
substance as the object of desire," the problem Hegel keeps
pointing to is how, under what conditions, the self-relating

can be said to become a relating to self that is a relation
to me, a distinction within the universal genus, life. I seem
rather just to be subject to the imperatives or demands of life
for my species. Rnther than being tbe subject of my desires, I am
subject to my desires.

The first three chapters have already established the need
to understand some sort of normative autonomy, and this
first actuality of self-relatedness, life and leading a life, con-
flicts with this requirement unless such a subject can estab-
lish its independence from life. What is important to my
account here is the course of this "becoming determinate"
account until it begins to break into its conclusion, toward

the end of \I72, until "this estrangement of the undiffer-
entiated fluidity is the uery positing of indiaiduali4t" ("dies

Entzweien der anterschiedlosen Flilssigkeit ist eben das Setzen
der Indiuidualitiit"). Such a self-determined individual must
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be established and that especially requires a different, non-
natural relation with another subject who must realize the
same self-relatedness. This will be the subject of chapter 2.
What Hegel struggles to say after this is why, without the
inner mediation by the outer, that is, without a self-relation
in relation to another self, this all fails, a typically Hegelian
coming a cropper.2e

This shift to the topic of life is also not arbitrary because
Hegel has objected, and will continue to object through-
out his caree\ to any view of the "I" in "I think" as such
a merely formal indicator of "the I or he or it" (in Kant's
phrase) which thinks. In Hegel's contrasting vieq while we
can certainly make a general point about the necessity for
unity in experience by abstracting from any determination
of such a subject and go on to explore the conditions of such
unity, we will not get very far in speci$ring such conditions
without, let us say, more determination already in the notion
of the subject of experience. This criticism is tied to what
was by far the most widespread dissatisfaction with Kant's
first Critique (which Hegel shared) and which remains today
one of its greatest weaknesses: the arbitrariness of Kant's
Table of Categories, the fact that he has no way of deducing
from "the 'I think' must be able to accompany all my repre-
sentations" what the I must necessarily think, what forms it
must employ, in thinking its representations. The emptiness
of Kant's "I" is directly linked for Hegel to the ungrounded-
ness and arbitrariness of his Table of Categories.ro

2e See the different account in Neuhouser, "Desire, Recognition, and
the Relation between Bondsman and Lord." o.43.

30 Hegel's formulation of this point is given in {1197 in his own inimi-
table style.

To think does not mean to think as an abstnrct 1, but as an
I which at the same time signifies being-in-itself, that is, it
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However, understanding this charge would take us deep
into Hegel's criticisms of Kantian formality. What we need
now is a clearer sense of what Hegel is proposing, not so
much what he is rejecting. Let me first complete a brief
summary of the themes in Chapter Four (once we begin
reading it this way) and then see where we are.

m

fu we have seen, if a self-conscious consciousness is to be
understood as striving in some way, then the most immedi-
ate embodiment of such a striving would be a self's attention
to itself as a living being.rlThat is how it is immediately for

has the meaning of being an object in its own eyes, or of
conducting itself vis-i-vis the objective essence in such a
way that its meaning is that of the being-for-itselfof that con-
sciousness for which it is.

rr This is relevant to anotler broad point. Hegel's is not a genetic ac*
count; there is no matter-of-historical-fact development from a merely
conscious state to a self-consciously conscious one. But the "phenomeno-
logically" developmental strucfure of the PhG helps highlight that no one
ever simpiy zi apperceptively conscious ;'ust as such (at least not without a
distorting, extreme abstraction similar to Kant's insistence on formality).
One is apperceptively conscious in some structural way or other, open to
challenges in one way and not anotheq "beyond itself in one way rather
than another. If apperceptive consciousness is ultimately to be the maker
of claims for which one is responsible, then one must be in a position to
redeem them and in that sense being such an apperceptive subject always
involves, commits one to, the achievement of such redemption in some
way rather than another. This can be more or less successful, and so the
achievement can be more or less realized. (And until modernity, in Hegel's
account, such a realization was almost wholly implicit, barely realized.)
Although it is clearly possible on the logical level to distinguish capacity
and realization, Hegel is forever going on about the distortions that result
from strictly separating questions of the content of some capacity (say,
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itself in relation to other objects. Living beings,like animals,
do not exist in the way nonJiving beings (like rocks or rele-
phones) merely exist; they must strive to stay alive, and so we
have our first example of the desideratum, a self-relation in
relation to objects. Life must be led, sustained, and this gap
between my present life and what I must do to sustain it in
the future is what is meant by calling consciousness desir-e
as lack or gap, and so a negation of objects as impediments
or mere things.32 If consciousness and desire can be linked
as closely as Hegel wants to (that is, identified), then con-
sciousness is not an isolatable registering and responding
capacity of the living being that is conscious. And if this all

"justifiability") from realization, as in the first paragraph ofthe pbilosophy

of Right, for example. "The subject matter of the philosophical science of
right is the Idea of right-the concepr of right and its actuali zation.,, Ele-
ments of tbe Philosophy of Right, ed. A. Wood, trans. FI. Nisbet (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1991), p. 28.

It may help establish the plausibility of this reading by noting how
much this practical conception of normativity and intentionality was in
the air at the time. I have already indicated how indebted this chapter is
to Fichte. Ludwig Siep has clearly established how much Hegel borrowed
from Fichte for the later secrions on recoqnition and for his oractical
philosophy in general. See his Anerkennungils Prinzip der prakrisihen phi-

hsophie (Alber: Freiburg/Munich,1979) and many of the importanr essays
in Praktische Philosophie im deutschen ldealiymz.r.s (Frankfurt a.M.: Surhkamp,
I e92).

12 Readers of Peirce will recognize here his category of "Secondness.,'
As in "you have a sense of resistance and at the same time a sense of ef-
fort. . . . They are only two ways of describing the same experience. It
is a double consciousness. We become aware of ourself [sic] by becom-
ing aware of the not-self." C. S. Peirce, Collected Papers of Charles Sanders
Peirce, vols. I-\T, ed. Charles Hartshorne and Paul Weiss (Cambridge,
Mass.: Flarvard University Press, 193 l-35), I, p. 324. An excellent ex-
ploration of the links befween pragmatism and Hegel: Richard Bern-
stein, Praxis and Action (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania press,
r97 r).

35
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can be established, then we will at this step have moved far

away from considering a self-conscious consciousness as a

kind of self-aware spectator of the passing show and moved

closer to considering it as an engaged, practical being, whose

practical satisfaction of desire is essential to understanding

the way the world originally makes sense to it (the way it

makes sense of the world), or is intelligible at all. Hegel's

claim is that consciousness is desire, not merely that it is ac-

companied by desire. (Obviously this claim has some deep

similarities with the way Heidegger insists that Dasein's

unique mode of being-in-the-world is Sorge, or care, and

with Heidegger's constant insistence that this has nothing

to do with a subject projecting its pragmatic concerns onto a

putatively neutral, directly apprehended content.)

At points Hegel tries to move away from very general and

abstract points about living beings and desire and to spec-

ifiz the distinctive character of desire that counts as "self-

consciousness," as was claimed in his identification. He

wants, that is, to distinguish actions that are merely the natu-

ral expression of desire (and a being that is merely subject to

its desires), and a corresponding form of self-consciousness

that is a mere sentiment of self, from actions undertaken

in order to satis4/ a desire, the actions of a being that does

not iust embody its self-sentiment but can be said to act 0n

such a self-conception. He wants to distinguish natural or

animal desire from human desire and so tries to distinguish

a rycle of desires and satisfactions that continually arise and

subside in animals from beings for whom their desires can be

objects of attention, issues at stake, ultimately reasons to be

acted on or not. This occurs in a very rapid series of transi-

tions in 11175 where Hegel starts distinguishing the cycle of

the urses and satisfactions of mere desire from a satisfaction
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that can confirm the genuinely self-relating quality of con-

sciousness, rather than its mere self-sentiment.3l

That is, we have already seen a crucial aspect of the struc-

ture of Hegel's account: that any self-relating is always also

in a way provisional and a projecting outward, beyond the

near immediacy of any mere self-taking. Conscious takings

of any sort are defeasible, held open as possibilities, and so

must be tested; and avowed commitments must be realized

in action for there to be any realization of the avowed inten-

tion (and so revelation of what the subject was in fact com-

mitted to doing). The projected self-sentiment of a rnerely

living self is realizedby the "negation" of the object of desire

necessary for life, part ofan endless cycle ofbeing subject to

one's desires and satisfiring them. This all begins to change

at the end of the paragraph (fl175), as Hegel contemplates

a distinct kind of object which in a sense "negates back," and

not merely in the manner of a prey that resists a predator,

but which can also, as he says, "effect this negation in itself';

or, come to be in the self-relation required by our desiring

self-consciousness. That is, Hegel introduces into the con-

ditions of the "satisfaction" of any self-relating another self-

consciousness, an object that cannot merely be destroyed or

negated in the furtherance of life without the original self-

consciousness losing its confirming or satisfting moment.

rr Eventually, at a certain stage in his argument, Hegel (and I) will begin

referring to "desire" as an ellipsis for distinctly human desire, whereas he

starts off with a merely "animai"notion of desire, something already sug-

gested by the somewhat cru der word, Begierde (not Begberen, for example).

The context shoulcl make clear the different uses, with an occasional re-

minder to make clear that he thinks there is something quaiitatively dif-

ferent about human desire, and that a major point of his phenomenology

is to make that distinction clear.
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He then identifies a further condition for this distinction
that is perhaps the most famous claim in the Pbenomenologt.

It is this one. "Self-consciousness attains its satisfaction
only in another self-consciousness" (1175). He specifies this
in an equally famous passage from ll17B. "Self-consciousness
exists in and for itself because and by way of its existing in
and for itself for an other; i.e., it exists only as recognized."

As we shall see in more detail in the analysis of this claim
in the next chapter, Hegel wants to introduce a complica-
tion into any account of the self-relation he is trying to show
is constitutive for intentional consciousness and purposive
deeds. As we have seen, consciousness is said to be "beyond
itself' because its self-relating self-determining is always
defeasible (or challengeable in the case of action) and so
its being in its very self-relation in some way "held open"
to such a possibility is considered a constirutive condition.
In the broadest sense this means that such takings and do-
ings are supported by reasons, even if mostly in deeply im-
plicit and rarely challenged ways. (Conscious takings can
always "rise" to the level of explicit judgments and defenses
of judgments; habitual actions can be defended if neces-
sary.) Hegel now introduces the possibility-unavoidable
given the way he has set things up-that all such consider-
ations are uniquely open to challenge by other conscious,
acting beings. Such challenges could initially be consid-
ered as merely more natural obstacles in the way of desire-
satisfaction in all the various forms now at issue in Hegel's
account. But by considering imaginatively the possibility of
a challenge that forces the issue to the extreme (where at-
tachment to life and mere subjection to desire can be said
to become 

^n 
lptiln)) a "stmggle to the death," Hegel tries

to show how the unique nature of such a challenge from
another like-minded beins forces the issue of the normative
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(or not just naturally explicable) character of one's takings
and practical commitments, and any possible response, to
the forefront. To be norm-sensitive at all is then shown not
just to be open to these unique sorts of challenges, but to
be finally dependent on some resolution of them. It is on
the basis of this account, how we can be shown to open
ourselves to such challenges and such dependence just as
a result of a "phenomenological" consideration of the im-
plications of the apperception thesis, that Hegel begins his
attempt to establish one of the most arnbitious claims of
the Phenomenologt of Spirit: the sociality of consciousness
and action.

rV

Before concluding this chapter,let me pause here to consider
both the objections John McDowell has made to this sort of
reading and his alternative interpretation. FTe says that in
the crucial Begierde passage of \167 , "There is no sugges-
tion here of anything as specific as a mode of consciousness
that has its objects in view only in so far as they can be seen
as conducive or obstructive to its purposes,"l4 and he says
that my reading takes the notion of desire "too literally." My
response is of course that there is no question of a more
or less literal understanding; that by using the word desire,
Hegel simply means to introduce the topic of desire as a
continuation of his discussion of consciousness, and goes on
in that register, discussing life as the object of desire, the
conflict between desiring beings, and ultimately the impos-
sibility of understanding a subject's relation to itself and the

ra McDowell ,N, p. 38.
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